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August 26, 2021 

 

Federation of the Huni Kuī People of Acre 

 

Dear comrades: 

 

On behalf of 45,000 teachers in British Columbia, Canada, I am writing to express our solidarity with 

Indigenous peoples in Brazil and affirm the importance of environmental protections around ecologically 

sensitive areas in Brazil.  

 

As teachers, we are guided by an ethical responsibility to protect the future of the planet and of future 

generations, both human and non-human. The climate crisis threatens the planet, and its effects are being 

increasingly seen across our countries. The Amazon plays a vital role in helping to slow down climate change 

and must be protected from exploitation.  

 

We strongly believe that addressing the climate crisis depends on the protection of Indigenous people’s rights. 

In the Amazon, the Huni Kuī people hold the forest sacred, and have been actively fighting against land-

grabbers, mining and logging companies, and exploitative agro-businesses. We stand in solidarity with the Huni 

Kuī people, and express our condolences to their leaders who have lost their lives as part of this fight. We are 

also following the in-progress Supreme Court trial of a landmark case on Indigenous land rights.  

 

Indigenous peoples must be consulted on what happens within their territories. The UN Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous People guarantees the right of Indigenous People to self-determination and to maintain 

and strengthen their distinct political, legal, economic, social and cultural institutions. Brazil should be an 

example of upholding UNDRIP, rather than setting a dangerous precedent of stripping Indigenous peoples of 

their rights in the name of corporate profit.  

 

We stand in solidarity with the Last Warning campaign and will be encouraging our labour partners across 

Canada to express their support of Indigenous rights in Brazil.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teri Mooring 

President 
 

pc: Laird Cronk, President, BC Federation of Labour 

 Bea Bruske, President, Canadian Labour Congress 

 Sam Hammond, President, Canadian Teachers’ Federation 
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